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ON DEHN FUNCTIONS AND PRODUCTS OF GROUPS
STEPHENG. BRICK
Abstract. If G is a finitely presented group then its Dehn function—or its
isoperimetric inequality—is of interest. For example, G satisfies a linear isoperimetric inequality iff G is negatively curved (or hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov). Also, if G possesses an automatic structure then G satisfies a quadratic
isoperimetric inequality.
We investigate the effect of certain natural operations on the Dehn function.
We consider direct products, taking subgroups of finite index, free products,
amalgamations, and HNN extensions.

0. Introduction
The study of isoperimetric inequalities for finitely presented groups can be
approached in two different ways. There is the geometric approach (see [Gr]).
Given a finitely presented group G, choose a compact Riemannian manifold
M with fundamental group being G. Then consider embedded circles which
bound disks in M, and search for a relationship between the length of the
circle and the area of a minimal spanning disk. One can then triangulate M
and take simplicial approximations, resulting in immersed disks. What was
their area then becomes the number of two-cells in the image of the immersion
counted with multiplicity. We are thus led to a combinatorial approach to the
isoperimetric inequality (also see [Ge and CEHLPT]).
We start by defining the Dehn function of a finite two-complex. Let K be
a finite two-complex. If w is a circuit in K^, null-homotopic in K, then
there is a Van Kampen diagram for w , i.e. a pair (D, j) where D is a simplyconnected finite subcomplex of the plane and j : D —►
K is a combinatorial
map with boundary label being w . We will often omit the mention of the map
j. Given a Van Kampen diagram D, let a(D) be the number of faces of the
diagram—this is the combinatorial analogue of area—and define
AK(w) = xnin{a(D) | D is a Van Kampen diagram for w }.
Alternatively, we could look at transverse maps of disks into K, with boundary
mapping to w , and take the minimal number of preimages of two-cells. Define,
for / g N, NK(l) to be the set of circuits in 7C(1)that are null-homotopic in K
and of length less than or equal to /. Then the Dehn function of the complex
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K is the monotone function Sk : N —>N (where N = {0, 1, 2, ... }) given by

ôK(l) = maxiA*(w) \w e NK(l)}.
It is worth noting that originally Gersten, in an earlier version of [Ge], studied
this function, but his current approach is slightly different from ours. Essentially, he uses, what we call in §3, the subnegative closure of our Dehn function.
Now given a finite presentation of a group G,
3° = (xx,x2,

... ,xn\rx,r2,

... ,rk),

we define the Dehn functions of the presentation £P in terms of those of the
associated two-complex. Algebraically, this may be formulated as follows (as
this is the case of interest, we give slightly more detailed definitions).
Let Fg>—F(xx, x2, ... , x„) denote the free group on the generators xx, x2,
... ,x„ and Rap = {rx, r2, ... , rk , r~Jx, ... , r~Jx}. Given a word w in the generators X\,... , x„ write \w\& for its length. We set N&>= ((R&>))f<?the normal closure of the relators in F$>. N^> corresponds to the set of null-homotopic
circuits. Define the area function of £P, A&: N&>—>N= {0, l,2,...}as
follows:
A<?(w) = min l m \3sx,s2,

... ,smeR&

and 3gx, g2, ... , gme F
m

v

withiz; = Y[g¡Sig-1 >.
i=\
>
We will call such a product for w a Dehn product over & and will call m
its area. If the Dehn product has minimal area, call it a minimal Dehn product

for w over &. Given / G N let N&(1) = {w e 7V>|\w\<? < 1}. Then the
Dehn function of the presentation J0 is the function 6&>
: N —>N defined by
og¡(l) = max{At0s(w) \ w e 7v>(/)}.
Clearly this is the same function as ôK^) where K(&>) is the two-complex
associated to the presentation £P .
Note that a finite presentation has solvable word problem iff its Dehn function
is recursive (see [Ge] or [CEHLPT]).
It turns out that the Dehn functions depend on the finite presentation chosen. However the type of function—for example whether it is linear, quadratic,
etc.—does not depend on the presentation (this is made precise in §1 below). So
if G has a finite presentation which in turn has Dehn function that is bounded
above by a function that is linear, quadratic, etc., then we will say that G sat-

isfies a linear, quadratic, etc. isoperimetric inequality. Note that, a priori, the
Dehn function may be bounded above by, for instance, a quadratic function,
but not be a quadratic function itself.
A finitely presented group is said to be negatively curved if it satisfies a linear
isoperimetric inequality. Such groups are also called hyperbolic (see [Gr, Ba et
al. and CDP]). Some examples of negatively curved groups are finitely generated
free groups and fundamental groups of closed hyperbolic manifolds. It is a
theorem of Gromov's that Z © Z is not embeddable in any negatively curved
group. So the group of the trefoil knot, and in fact of any classical knot group,
is not negatively curved. But the trefoil knot group can be expressed as a free
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product of two infinite cyclic groups with cyclic amalgamation. Thus we see
that the class of negatively curved groups is not closed under free products
with amalgamation. However, it is a result of [BGSS] that the free product of
two negatively curved groups with cyclic amalgamation possesses an automatic
structure. Groups with automatic structures were introduced in [CEHLPT],
where among other results, it is proved that such groups satisfy a quadratic
isoperimetric inequality (see [BGSS] for another proof). So in particular, the
trefoil knot group satisfies a quadratic isoperimetric inequality.
Free products with amalgamation can change the Dehn function in different
ways. It remains unchanged when the factors have linear Dehn functions and
the amalgamating subgroup is finite (see [Gr]). It can change from linear to
quadratic as in the case mentioned above of the trefoil knot group. And it can
change from linear to exponential as in a case involving the Baumslag-Solitar
groups (see [Ge]).
The layout of our paper is as follows. In §1, we study the effect of a change
of presentation on the Dehn function obtained. The main idea is to see how a
Tietze transformation changes the Dehn function. We also show, by looking at
finite sheeted covers, that the type of Dehn function is unchanged upon passage
to a subgroup of finite index.
In §2, we consider direct products. We show that the greatest change occurs
when one takes a direct product of two negatively curved groups.
In §3, we look at free products, amalgamations and HNN extensions. We
prove that the Dehn function of a free product—or an amalgamation or HNN
extension along a finite group—is bounded above by the subnegative closures
of the Dehn functions of the factors. We also consider amalgamations where
the subgroup is plus-isometric, in the sense of Gromov, in each of the factors.
In this case we show that the Dehn function may be changed by multiplying by
a linear term.

Additional results on Dehn functions can be found in [A and Br].
1. DEHN FUNCTIONS, PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Different presentations

can yield different Dehn functions.

Consider,

for

example, the following two presentations of Z :
&i = {x\),

&2 = (x,y\y).

As @x has no relators, S^ is identically zero. However, the same is not true
for rJ^a2. Consider the word w = yl. It is immediate that w e N&>2(1)and
A^w)
= /. So ôgn2(l) > /. In fact one can easily see that equality holds.
Passage from ¿Px to £P2 is a particular type of Tietze transformation and has
a particular effect on the Dehn function. Other Tietze transformations result in
other effects. A study of this nature tells us how Dehn functions change when
the presentation is changed. Specifically, we have the following (also see [Ge]

or [CEHLPT]):
Proposition 1.1. If £PX and ¿P2 are finite presentations of the same group then
there are constants A, B, and C such that

0^(1) < A • I + B ■S&fC■I)
for all I e N. (Note—it also follows that 6g¡x can be bounded above by a similar
expression involving S^>2.)
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Proof. One can obtain ¿P2 from ^ by an application of a finite sequence of
Tietze transformations. Let us prove the result when ¿P2 is gotten from ¿Px
by applying a single Tietze transformation. We consider the different types of
Tietz transformations separately. Since the desired relation is clearly transitive,
this suffices.
Consider the different possible Tietze transformations (for simplicity sake,
we use a slightly longer than usual list):
(TO)
(TI)
(T2)
(T3)
iff4)

A free reduction of a relator.
Replace some relator r by r~x.
Replace some relator r by grg~x where g e 7>, .
Replace some pair of relators (r, r') by (r, rr').
Add a new generator x and a new relator xu~x
where u e F#>t (so u does not involve x).
(T5) The inverse transformation to (T4).

(T6) Add a trivial relator "1".
(T7) The inverse transformation to (T6).
Consider the transformations (TO), (Tl), (T2), (T6), and (T7). It is clear
that F&, N&, and 7V>(/) are unchanged. In the case of (TO), (Tl), or
(T2), any Dehn product over ¿?x can be easily transformed to a Dehn product over £P2 of the same area (for instance, for (T2), replace any g¡rg~x by
(giS~x){Srg~x)(gig~x)~x ; similarly if g¡r~xg~x occurs in the Dehn product).
For either (T6) or (T7) it suffices to observe that a minimal Dehn product never
contains a trivial relator. Hence the Dehn function is unchanged for these transformations.
In the case of (T3), F&>, N&>, and N&>(1) are also unchanged. However, transforming a Dehn product over 3°x into a Dehn product over 9°2
may increase the area. One replaces each occurrence of g¡r'gfx by the
product (g¡r~xg~x)(g¡rr'g~x),
and one replaces occurrences of g¡r'~xg~x by

(gi(rr')~x g~X)(girgfX) ■ Thus one obtains A^2(l) < 20^(1). Taking the maximum over N^>2(I) yields the result ô^2 < 2ô^>t.
As the arguments for the transformation (T4) and its inverse (T5) are slightly
more complicated, we give more details. Denote by p the new relator xzz-1 .
Observe that F&>and N&>(1)are different for the two presentations. However,
7>! c 7>2 and there is a retraction a : F^2 —►
F^ defined on the new generator
by x h->u. This map induces the identity on the group of the presentations.
Note that a may increase the length of a word. Let C be the length of u in
F&x. If v e F&>2and \v\&>2< I then |a(u)|á¡>, <C-l.
Moreover a(R&>2)=
R&xU {u~x • u} c Ng>x. From this we see that q(A>2(/)) c N#>t(C • /).
Fix an integer /. Choose w e N&>2(1)with S&>2(1)
= A$>2(w). Now a(w) e
NgefC'l).
Assume that m = A#>x(a(w)) and express a(w) as a product:
m

a(w) = Y[glslg-x
i=\
where sx, s2, ... , sm e R<?t , gx, g2, ... , gm e 7>, c 7>2. But w • (a(w))-x
e N&2 and can be written as a product of /' conjugates of the relator p or
its inverse, where /' is the number of occurrences of x or x"1 in w (see
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Figure 1.2

Figure 1.1 for a Van Kampen diagram). Further, R^>tc R&>2and
w = (w • (a(w))~x) • (a(w)) = (/' conjugates) • (m conjugates).

One can view this as glueing the Van Kampen diagram Dx for wa(w)~x to
the diagram D2 for a(w) along the path mapping to a(w) (see Figure 1.2).
It follows that A^2(w) <l' + m. Since m = A$>x(a(w)) and a(w) e 7v>,(C • I)
we have m < ô#>x(C• I). Also /' < / and <%(/) = A^>2(w). Hence ô&>2(l)<

l + ô<?x(C-l).
On the other hand, consider the inverse transformation (T5) from &2 to
â°x. Now 7>, c F@2, Rgaxc R&2 and the inclusion map does not change the
length of a word. It follows for any w e N&fl) that A¿*a,(iu)< A$>x(w)and,
as N&x(l) c N&2(1), we get, after taking maximums, that 6g>x
(I) < e&fj). D -

From the preceding proposition, we see that, though a change of presentation
may change the Dehn functions, the "type" of functions remains unchanged. In
order to make this precise, we introduce a few definitions. Given two functions
/, g e N -> N, we say that f 4 g (also written /(/) =<;g(l) if we need to
stress that / and g axe functions of /) if there are constants A, B, and C
such that

f(l)<A.l

+ B.g(C-l)

for all / G N. We say that / and g are of the same type, and write / = g, if
f =4g and g =4f. Note this is an equivalence relation. We will write [/] for
the =-class of /. Observe that if / = g then / and g have the same growth.
Multiplication and addition respect this equivalence relation. Further, the
relation =$ induces a relation, likewise denoted =^, on the =-classes. Also, we
will find it useful to write max([/], [g]) for [max(/, g)].
Using this definition, the conclusion in Proposition 1.1 becomes "ô&>xand
Ô0>2axe of the same type." With this is mind, we say that a function /:N-»N
is a Dehn function for a finitely presented group G if / = g where g is a Dehn
function of some finite presentation <? . We write 6q for the =-equivalence
class [Ô0>]where & is some finite presentation of G. We will call SG the

Dehn function of G.
Of special interest is the case when 5g =$[/"]. To stress this case, we associate
a degree to a finitely presented group G, deg(G), called the Dehn degree of G,
by letting deg(G) < n if Sg =4 [/"]. So a group G is negatively curved if
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deg(G) = 1. And if G possesses an automatic structure then deg(G) < 2.
Note that there are groups—such as the Baumslag-Solitar group—of infinite
Dehn degree (see [Ge]).
We turn now to the Dehn functions of finite connected two-complexes. Our
aim is to show that the type of function only depends on the fundamental group.
We start with a lemma.
Lemma 1.2. Suppose K is a finite connected two-complex. Let T be a maximal
tree in 7("(1)and set L = K/T and let ¿P be the finite presentation associated
to L. Then ôx = à& ■
Proof. Let a: K —>L = K/T be the natural map. Since T is a finite tree there
is a bound c to the length of a reduced path in T. Let C = 2c + 1. Suppose
that w e N&>(1)with Ô&>(1)= A&>(w). We may view w as a circuit in L(1)
that is null-homotopic in L. Every edge of L lifts to a unique edge of K\T.
Do this for each of the edges occurring in the circuit w. The result is not a
circuit in K, but it can be made into a circuit in K by joining the endpoints
of the lifted edges by reduced paths in T. This gives rise to a circuit in K of
length bounded by C • I. Denote it by co. Clearly, since a collapses T to a
point, a(a>) — w . Also, the Van-Kampen diagram for w lifts to one for co.
Thus co e Nfc(C • I). Hence, there is a Van Kampen diagram (D, j) for co
with a(D) < 6X(C • I). Now project the diagram down via a yielding a Van
Kampen diagram (D, a o j) for a(co) = w . We write a(D) for this diagram.

Then
a(a(D)) = a(D)<SK(C-l)
and it follows that A^.(«z) < ôK(C • I).

Since k; was chosen with ö&(l) =

Ag¡(w), we have that S&>4 Sx ■
Now suppose w' is a circuit in Jv"(1)null-homotopic in K of length less than
or equal to /. Consider a(w'). This is a null-homotopic loop in L of possibly
shorter length. In any case, a(w') can be thought of as an element of N&(1).
It can then be expressed as a product of no more than Ô&>(1)conjugates of
relators or their inverses. Each relator comes from some two-cell of K . Thus,
one gets a Van Kampen diagram D for w' with a(D) < S&>(1).It follows that

Ak(w') < 8&>(l). This is true for any w' e NK(l). Hence ôx(l) < ô#>(l). And
we get that Sk =4o¿¡>>
■ □
Applying the previous two results yields the following corollary (also see

[Ge]). '
Corollary 1.3. Let Kx and K2 be finite connected two-complexes with isomorphic
fundamental groups. Then ôxx = Sk2 ■
Proof. Let Tx and T2 be maximal trees in Ti^1' and K2X)respectively. Let ¿Px
and ^2 be the corresponding finite presentations. By hypothesis, ¡Px and ¿P2
are presentations of the same group. Hence, by Proposition 1.1, â^>x= ô&>2.By
Lemma 1.2, Ôkx = à&x and ôXl = S¿¿2. Transitivity

now gives our result.

D

So in particular the Dehn function of a finite two-complex only depends on
the fundamental group (and not, for instance, on the cell structure). Also, it
follows that to compute the Dehn function of a group G it suffices to look at
any finite connected two-complex with fundamental group G.
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It is worth noting that the notion of a Dehn function easily extends to infinite
two-complexes. The only changes are that NK(l) may be infinite, we have to
take the supremum instead of the maximum, and the result may take on the
value +00. Using this extended definition, it is easy to prove
Proposition 1.4. Let p: L —►
K be a covering space. Then Sl-SkProof. Given a circuit w e Nk(1) , lift w to a circuit w' (it lifts since it is
null-homotopic). We then have w' e NL(l). So we can find a Van Kampen
diagram (D, j) for w' with a(D) < SL(l). But then p(D) = (D,poj) isa Van
Kampen diagram for w with a(p(D)) = a(D). Then AK(w) < a(D) < ôL(l).

Taking the supremum over Nk(1) yields Sx(l) < S¿(1) ■
Now suppose w' e Nl(1) . Project down via p . Clearly we have that p(w') e
Nfc(l). Take a Van Kampen diagram D for p(w') with a(D) - Ax(p(w')) <
öfc(l) ■This diagram lifts to one for w' having the same area. Thus AL(w') <
a(D) < SK(l) ■Now take the supremum over NL(l), giving ôL(l) < ôK(l). D

One consequence of this result is that the Dehn function of an infinite complex depends on the cell structure. For instance, the plane with one cell structure
covers the torus, and with another covers the closed hyperbolic surface of genus
two. In the first case the Dehn function is quadratic (as the fundamental group
of the torus is Z © Z), while in the second case the Dehn function is linear (see

[Or]).
However, we can use Proposition 1.4 to obtain the following result:

Corollary 1.5. Let G be a finitely presented group and 77 a subgroup of finite

index. Then Sh = SG.
Proof. Let K be a finite two-complex with fundamental group G. The covering
space corresponding to 77 is finite-sheeted, and so is a finite complex. Hence,
it may be used to compute the Dehn function of 77. Our result now follows
from Proposition 1.4. D

2. Direct

products

We turn to the effect of taking a direct product (or sum) on the Dehn function.
As seen above, the integers, Z, satisfy a linear isoperimetric inequality. It is
well known that Z©Z satisfies a quadratic isoperimetric inequality. So a direct
product may change the Dehn function from linear to quadratic. In fact, in a
sense, that is the full extent of the possible change.

Proposition 2.1. Let G and 77 be finitely presented groups. Then

<>g®h4 a quadratic function + 5G + Sh .
Note: ôg + Ôh could be replaced by max(ôG,ÔH) as they are of the same type.

Proof. Let
3tG = (xx,x2,

... ,xn\rx,r2,

... ,rk)

be a presentation for G and
3°h = 0;i ,y2, ... ,ym\sx,s2,

... ,Si)
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Figure 2.1
be a presentation for 77. Consider

& = (x¡, yj \rp,sq,

[x¡, yj]),

a presentation for G ©77. Given w e N&>(1)with length \w\gs < I, we can
"homotop" w to a word of the form w' = U-V where U is a word in the x,'s
only, and V a word in the y,'s only. One does this a letter at a time. So we have
a number of singular annuli A¡ glued together, resulting in a singular annulus
A with outer boundary components w and inner boundary component w'.
(See Figure 2.1.) Here each A¡ has area less than \w\&>< I. Moreover the
number h of subannuli is equal to the number of occurrences of some x after
some yfx. Thus h < \w\&>< I and so the area of A is bounded above by I2.
It remains to find the area of some Van Kampen diagram for w'.
It is easy to see that U(x¡) and (V(yj))~x represent the identity. As their
lengths are bounded above by /, we can find Van Kampen diagrams Du and
Dy with a(Du) < S&>G(l)and a(Dy) < 8&>H(l). (Formally, these are diagrams
over the presentations 9°G and £Ph • But, since these are both subpresentations
of & , we can consider these as diagrams over J3 .) Now glue these diagrams
together yielding a diagram D for w' with area <S&>g(l)+ Sgi>H(l).Combining
the diagram D and the annular diagram A yields a diagram for w with area

<l2+S^(l)

+ S^(l).

Taking the maximum over w e N&>(1)yields the result.

D

One property that a direct sum, A © 77, has is that there are retractions
A® B —»A and A © 77 —►
77. And these retractions are induced on the free
group level by retractions that respect the relators. This fact will be useful in
computing a lower bound for Sa@b■ We treat this as a lemma. We need a
definition. Given a presentation ¿P = (X \ R), where X and R are sets of
generators and relators respectively, a retract of 3° is a subpresentation &",
30' = (X' | 7?'), with X' c X and R' c R and with the natural retraction
f:Fx^> Fx' mapping 7?\7?' to the identity element of Fx<.
Lemma 2.2. If 3°' = (X' \ R') is a retract of a finite presentation 9° = (X \ R)
then Sgoi< Sp .
Proof. Clearly, for any integral /, we have N&>,(1)c N&>(1).As

S3"(I) = xnax{Aâi>l(w)\ w e N&fl)}
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and
Sgs(l) = max{A.?>(v)| v e N&(1)}
it suffices to show, for w e N#»(l), that A&>i(w)<A&>(w).
So, suppose we have a minimal Dehn product for w over & :
m

w = Il SiSigf1 with gi e Fx and s¡ or s~x e R.
i
Apply the retraction /: Fx -» Fx<, yielding
m

W=Hfi(gi)f(Si)f(gi)-X.
i
Omitting from the product those terms f(gi)f(Si)f(g,)~x
with f(s¡) = 1 in
FX', and using the fact that / is a retraction, yields a Dehn product for w
over 9°' of area < m . Thus A&»(w) <A#>(w). D
Using the above, we obtain

Corollary 2.3. Let G and 77 be finitely presented groups. Then xnax(SG, Sh) 4
Sg®h ■

Proof. As above, let
9>G = (xx,x2,

... ,xn\rx,r2,

... ,rk)

be a presentation for G and
&H = (vj, y2, ... , ym | sx, s2,...,

st)

be a presentation for 77. Take, as presentation for G © 77 :
& = (x¡, yj \rp,sq,

[Xj, yj]).

Clearly ¿PH and ¿PG are both retracts of &.
Lemma 2.2. D

Hence the result follows from

Combining Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 2.1 yields

Corollary 2.4. Let G and 77 be finitely presented groups; then

max(deg(G), deg(77)) < deg(G © 77) < max(deg(G), deg(77), 2).
Using a result of Gromov's together with a result of Short's, we get
Corollary 2.5. Let G and 77 be finitely presented infinite groups. Then

deg(G © 77) = max(deg(C), deg(77), 2).
Proof. By Corollary 2.4, we need only show that if both G and 77 are negatively curved then G © 77 is not negatively curved. But then, by [Sh] both G
and 77 contain some element of infinite order, and so G © 77 contains Z © Z
as a subgroup. Hence, by [Gr], G © H cannot be negatively curved. D

3. Free products

and amalgamations

In finding an upper bound of the Dehn function of a direct product, we used
homotopies to change a given word into one of specific form—namely one of
the form U(x¡) • V(yf). We then showed that both U and V represented the
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trivial element. This will be adapted for free products, the difference being that
we may have more than two subwords, and we can only conclude that one of the
subwords represents the trivial element. But this is sufficient for our purposes.
However, there is a technical detail that we must address. For this we need a
few definitions.
Let /: N —>N be a function. We say that / is subnegative if for all lx and
l2 we have that f(l\) + f(l2) < f(h + h). For example, any power /(/) = /" is
subnegative.
Given any function h : N —>N there is a least subnegative function greater
than or equal to h . Denote it by h and call it the subnegative closure of h .
Clearly, we have the formula

" n(^i) I where Y,^i
"1 = k\ ■
h(k) = max<ÍY,
I i=i

i=i

J

Observe that if hx ^ h2 then hx 4 h2. So we may take the subnegative closure

of =-classes, that is [h] = [h]. Also, if h(l) 4 l" then h(l) =4I" . And so we
may look at the subnegative closure of the Dehn function in order to compute
the Dehn degree. (It is perhaps worth noting that it is not true that each =-class
contains a subnegative function.1)
We start with free products.
Proposition 3.1. If A and B are finitely presented then
xnax(SA, SB) 4 SA*B4 max(r5^ , SB).

Proof. Choose a finite presentation
■^V = (x\, x2, ... , xn \ rx, r2, ... , rk)

for A , and a finite presentation
9°B = (yx,y2,...

,ym\sx,s2,...

,st)

for 77. Take, as presentation of A * B , 9° = (x,•, y¡• | rp , sq). Observe that 9sA
and ¿PB are both retracts of 9s. Hence, by Lemma 2.2, max(<5^ , 6&>B)
< S&
giving us the left-hand inequality. We will show that S& < max(r5^ , S&B).

This suffices.
We write h(l) = max(S^>A(l), S&>B(l)).Note that h is subnegative. Suppose
w e Ng>(l). Write w = wx • w2 ■■■Wl where each subword is a word only in
either the x,'s or the y/s, and successive subwords alternate between the two.
Call L the free product length of w . We will prove, by induction on L, that

A<?(w)<h(\w\<?).
If L = 1 then w can be considered a word in one of the presentations 9sA
or 9°b . Without loss of generality, suppose w is a word in the presentation
9°A . Note that w has the same length when considered as a word in 9°A . Also,
since the inclusion of the subpresentation 9°A into 9° induces an injection on
the group level, we may conclude that w e N&>Á(\w\g¡).Thus there is a Dehn
product over 9sA for tu having area bounded above by 8g¡>Á{\w\&)
< h(\w\g>).
Since 93A is a subpresentation of 9s, this product is also a Dehn product over
& . Hence A3¡>(w)< h(\w\&>) in the initial case of L = 1 .
This was shown to us by colleagues on the Usenet newsgroup sei.math.
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Figure 3.1
Now suppose that the result is true for words of free product length less than
L. Since w represents the identity in A * B , at least one of the subwords, say
w¡, represents the identity. We can, as above, consider w¡ as a word in either
9°A or 9sb and find a Dehn product over 9SA or 9>b—which is also a Dehn
product over 9s—of area bounded above by h(\w¡\g¡). Now consider the word
w' gotten from w by deleting w¡ :
w' = wx •••wi-X -wI+x ■••wL

or possibly w2---wL or wx ■•■wl-\ ■ In any case, w' has free product length
strictly less than L (and \w\&>= \w¡\&>+ \w'\g>). So there is a Dehn product
over 9° for w' having area bounded above by h(\w'\&>). Consider the Van
Kampen diagrams D¡ and D' that correspond to the Dehn product for w¡ and
w'. Glue them together (see Figure 3.1) yielding a diagram for w having area
bounded above by

h(\Wi\<?)+ h(\w'y) < h(\Wi\<?+ \w'\<?) = h(\w\&)
by subnegativity of h . So, by induction, A#>(w) < h(\w\&>). Taking the maximum over N¿¡(1) yields the result that Sg¡(l) < h(l) as desired. G
The argument given above can be altered slightly to obtain the following result
(which generalizes the result of Gromov's

above negatively curved groups; see

[Gr]):
Proposition 3.2. Suppose A and 77 are finitely presented and C is finite. Let

G = A* CB ■ Then SG =4max(SA , 8 b) ■
Proof. Enumerate the elements of C by 1, cx, c2, ... , c¿ . Choose a finite
presentation for A of the form
9°A = (xx,x2,

... ,xn,cx,c2,

... ,cd\rx,r2,

... ,ru)

and a finite presentation for 77 of the form
9°B = (yx,y2,...

,ym,cx,c2,...

,cd\sx,s2,...

,st).

Take, as presentation of A *c B, 9s = (x,, yj, ck \ rp, sq). Write h(l) =
max(<5^(/), 0&>B(1)),
which is subnegative. We will show that 8&>(l)< h(2-l).
Given w e N&(1), write w = wx • w2 ■■■wt where each subword involves
some x, or some y¡ and successive subwords alternate between the x,'s and
the y/s. However a subword may involve some of the ck's. We treat w as
a cyclic word, and set Lw to be the shortest free product length among all of
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the cyclic conjugates of w . We choose a cyclic conjugate having free product
length equal to this cyclic free product length of w . The point is that any Van
Kampen diagram for w is also a Van Kampen diagram for each of k/s cyclic
conjugates. We use induction on Lw to prove that A&>(w)< h(\w\&>+ Lw) if
Lw > 1 and A&>(w)< h(\w\g>) if Lw = 1. Since Lw < \w\&>,this would yield

the fact that A^w) < h(2 • \w\&>).
If Lw = 1, then as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, w can be thought of as
a word in either 9>A or 9°B and we have A&>(w)< h(\w\&>).
Suppose that the result is true for words of cyclic free product length less than
Lw . Since w represents the identity in A *c 77 at least one of the subwords,
say Wi, represents an element of C, say Cj . Now w¡cjx can be thought of
as a word in one of the subpresentations 9SA or 9°b representing the identity
element. So there is a Van Kampen diagram D¡ for w¡cjx over 9sA or 93b—
which is also a diagram over 9s—having area bounded above by h(\Wi\g>+ 1).
Consider the word w' gotten from w by replacing w¡ with c,. We have
two cases, depending on whether Lw = 2 or Lw > 2. In both cases \w'\go =
\w\g> - \Wi\g, + I .
Suppose Lw = 2. Then Lw>= 1 and it follows that A3¡¡(w')< h(\w'\&>). Let
D' be a Van Kampen diagram for w' with area bounded above by h(\w'\&>).
Glue D' and 7), together along the edge mapping to Cj (see Figure 3.2). This
yields a Van Kampen diagram for w having area bounded above by h(\w'\#>) +
h(\Wi\&>+ I) which by subnegativity is

< h(\w'y + \Wi\g,+ 1) = h(\w\g>+ 2) = h(\wy + Lw)
as claimed.
The argument when Lw > 2 is similar; only the arithmetic changes. In this
case Lw< = Lw - 2 and by induction

Ag>(w') < h(\w'\3t>+ Lwf = h(\w'\&>+ Lw - 2).
Let D' be a diagram for w' with area bounded above by h(\w'\g* + Lw - 2).
Again, glue D' and D¡ together along the edge mapping to Cj. This yields a
diagram for w having area bounded above by h(\w'\^> + Lw - 2) + h(\Wi\&>+ I)
which by subnegativity is

< h(\w'y + \w¡y +1™ - 1) = h(\w\^ + Lw)
as desired.

Figure 3.2
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So A&>(w) < h(2 • \w\g>). Taking the maximum over N&>(1)finishes the
proof. D
As mentioned above, when the factors A and 77 are negatively curved the
preceding yields Gromov's result, i.e. the resulting group G is negatively curved.
For example, we can conclude that SL2(Z) is negatively curved.
The above proof easily adapts to the case of an HNN extension, yielding the

following result:
Proposition 3.3. Suppose A is finitely presented and G = A *c <f>is an HNN

extension of A, where C is finite. Then SG4 8A.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.2 above. The main difference is that the cyclic free product length is replaced by the number of occurrences of the stable letter.
As above, enumerate C by I, cx, ... , c¿ . Also enumerate C = <t>(C)by
I ,c\, ... ,c'd where <p(c¡)= c\ for each i. Choose
<^a — (x\, ... , xn , cx, ... , c¿, cx, ... , cd \ rx... , ru),

a finite presentation of A. Then
9> = (xi,cJ,t\rs,tcjrx

=c'j)

is a finite presentation for G.
Given w e N&>(1)we write w = Wote'wxte2■■■tEHwHwhere 77 > 0, each
e, G {-1, +1}, and each subword w¡ is a word in 9BA—though possibly the
null word. CaU_77 the 77AWlength of w . We will prove by induction on 77

that A^(u;) < 8A(\wy) + (77/2).
If 77 = 0 then w is a word in 9>Aand so A^>(w)< S&>(\w\gs)< S&>(\w\&>).
If 77 > 0 then as w represents the identity element in G we must have
77 > 1 . Moreover, there is some i with 1 < i < 77 and with teiw¡te'+l being of
either the form tw¡t~x with w¿ representing an element, say c¡, of C in A
or the form t~xWit with w¡ representing an element, say c'j, of C in A . Let

y denote c, or c'j, as the case may be. Then tf,y_1 represents the identity
element in A . Choose a Van Kampen diagram D¡ over 9>A, and thus also over
9o, for w¡y~x with area bounded above by 8&>A(\Wi\&>
+ I) which is necessarily
< 8goA(\Wi\&>
+ 1). Replace w¡ be y . The resulting word w' has a subword of
the form tCjTx or t~xc'jt. So we can use a diagram D' consisting of a single
two-cell to change w' to a word w" with HNN length being 77-2 (see Figure

3.3) and with
\w"y = \wy - (\wi\<?+ 2) +1.
So by induction, there is a diagram D" for w" having area bounded above

""'I

c'
j

*/,

f c
j

Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.4
by Sg>(\w"\0>)+ (H - 2)/2. Now glue together the diagrams D¡, D' and D"
as indicated in Figure 3.4, obtaining a Van Kampen diagram for w with area
bounded above by
S^A(\w,y + l) + 1 + 8<?A(\w"y) + (H-

2)/2

which by subnegativity is
< S<?A(\Wi\p+ I + \w"y) + (77/2) = S&A(\w\&)+ (77/2)

as claimed.
Now 77 < \w\&>, so Agn(w) < S^A(\w\&>)+ (\w\&>/2), and taking the maximum over N&>(1)yields the desired 8g° ^ 8$>A. D

Since we can use the subnegative closure to compute the degree, we obtain
the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Let A and B be finitely presented groups. Suppose C is finite

and (¡>:C«</>(C). Then
( 1) deg(A * 77)= max(deg(^), deg(77)),
(2) deg(A *c 77)< max(deg(^), deg(77)),
(3) deg(^ *c 0) < deg(A).
We now turn to a class of amalgamations that may possibly increase the
degree by one. We start with a few definitions.
If G is a group, X is a set of generators, and g e G, write lx(g) for the
shortest length of words in X U X~x representing g.
Given a pair of finitely generated groups ScG,we
say that S is isometric
in G if there are generating sets Xs and XG for S and G respectively with
Xs c XG and with lxs(u) = lxa(u) for all u e S (since Xs C XG we always
have ¡xG(u) < lxs(u)) ■ In other words, the inclusion map induces an isometric
embedding of the associated Cayley graphs.
Following Gromov, we say that S is plus-isometric in G if, for some choice
of generating sets, there is a constant k so that lxs(u) < lxG(u) + k for all
u e S. So there is a plus-isometric embedding of the associated Cayley graphs.
An amalgam A *s B, is called plus-isometric if S is finitely generated and
is simultaneously plus-isometric in both A and 77. In other words, there are
finite generating sets Xs for S, XA for A, and Xb for 77 with Xs c XA
and Xs C Xb , and there is a constant k such that lxs(u) < lxA(u) + k and
lxs(u) < hB(u) + k for all ueS. Here we have a single Cayley graph Y(S, Xs)
for S and two plus-isometric embeddings, one into T(A, XA) and the other
into T(77, Xb) . We will also call the generating sets plus-isometric.
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By using induction on the cyclic free product length we prove our next result
on the Dehn function of plus-isometric amalgams. Strangely enough, we do not
need to take subnegative closures. We are grateful to J. Alonso for pointing out

that our argument for isometric amalgams actually applies to the plus-isometric
case.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose A and 77 are finitely presented and G = A*s B is a
plus-isometric amalgam. Then
SG ^ (a linear function) • max(<5^, SB).
Proof. Choose a finite presentation for A of the form
9>A= (xx,x2,

... ,x„,sx,s2,

... ,sd\rx,r2,

... ,ru)

and a finite presentation for 77 of the form
9>B = (yi,y2,

■■■,ym,sx,s2,...

,sd\vx,v2,...

,vt),

where {sz} , {x¡, sz} , and {y,, sz} axe plus-isometric generating sets for S,
A, and 77 respectively. Let k be the constant given in the definition of plusisometry. Take, as presentation of A *s 77,
9s = (Xi,yj,sz

| rp, vq).

Given a word w in 9s , let Lw denote its cyclic free product length. Set

h(l) = max(S<?A(l),8^(1)).
We will prove by induction on Lw that for w e N&>we have A&>(w)< (Lw) •

h(2\w\gi + kLw).
Suppose Lw = I, then, as we have seen above, w can be viewed as a word
over either 9BAor J^fc and we can conclude that Ag¡>(w)< h(\w\&>),which is
< h(2\w\&>+ k) because h is monotone increasing.
Assume the result is true for any word of cyclic free product length less than
Lw . As usual, write w asa product of Lw subwords w¡ which alternate
between involving some x, and some y7-. Since w represents the identity
element, there is some subword, say w¡, that represents an element of S in

either 9sA or 9>B, say 9>A. Since we have a plus-isometric amalgam, we may
find a word u in the generators for S of length bounded by \Wi\&>+k. Then the
word WjU~x represents the trivial element in A and s there is a Van Kampen
diagram D¡ over 9ÖA—and have over 9s—for it with area bounded above by
8goA{\WiU~X\g>)
< h(2\Wj\gn + k) < h(2\w\g¡>+ k) .

Consider the word w' obtained from w by replacing w¡ with u. We have
\w'\gs < \w\gs + k and Lw< = Lw - 2. By induction

(and the fact that h is

monotone) there is a Van Kampen diagram D' for w' having area bounded

above by

(Lw- 2) • h(2(\wy + k) + k(Lw - 2)) = (Lw- 2) • h(2\w\&+ kLw).
Now glue D¡ and D' together along the subword mapping to zz (the picture,
except for the labels, is the same as that in Figure 3.2) obtaining a Van Kampen
diagram for w with area bounded above by

h(2\wy + k) + (Lw - 2) • h(2\wy + kLw).
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This is clearly less than Lw • h(2\w\&>+ kLw), completing the induction.

So we have
A&>(w)< Lw • h(2\w\gs + kLw) < \w\&>• h((2 + k)\w\&>)
because Lw < \w\^>. Taking the maximum over N&>(1)proves that 8&>(l)=$
/ • xnax(8geA(l),S&>B(l))as desired. D

The preceding may be applied to show that the group of the trefoil knot
satisfies a quadratic isoperimetric inequality.
We end with an immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.7. Suppose A and B are finitely presented. IfG = A*cB
isometric then deg(G) < max(deg(^), deg(77)) + 1.

is plus-
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